FFT Questions and Answers

- The RFP states there needs to be full time therapists, but her staff are all contract workers, would they still qualify?
  - Yes- since this is a rate based service and not having to be billed through Medicaid, contract workers would meet the criteria

- Is there a component to FFT that a small agency may qualify for instead of all of the program?
  - Ultimately OJA wants our youth and families across Oklahoma served. We don’t want to disqualify anyone due to their size and encourage all applicants to be creative in a way they could serve our families and youth no matter their size.

- Training for one year is paid for by OJA but does the agency need to build in years 2 and 3 training into their budget?
  - Yes but only as a backup. Since this is new funding being received by OJA we wanted to make sure if this funding went away FFT would be sustainable. However, if OJA continues to receive the funding we will continue to pay for the FFT training.